1618 - Revisiting Marcel Dupré . . . with vintage recordings digitally reissued, we reflect on one of the great 20th century masters of the pipe organ.

1619 - Reger Remembered . . . in commemoration of the centenary of the death of Bach’s greatest admirer, Johann Baptist Joseph Maximillian Reger (1873-1916).

1620 - Organ Plus . . . whether combined with saxophone, brass ensemble, chamber orchestra or symphonic ensemble, the King of Instruments proves itself an able and amiable companion.

1621 - New from New Mexico . . . premieres performances and first recordings feature music and musicians in Albuquerque.

1622 - Manifold Blessings . . . whether with a Tudor-era recreation or contemporary commentaries on a grand tradition, communities rejoice with diversely designed and recently installed pipe organs.

Pipedreams® is American Public Media’s weekly program dedicated to the artistry of the pipe organ. Host Michael Barone’s celebration of the king of instruments is heard on stations nationwide and worldwide via pipedreams.org. Go online to locate a broadcast station near you.